Furniture Collection

It is important for a sailor to come “home” after a long, action filled day at sea. Stepping into a Willy furnished cabin is like stepping into your very own comfortable living room.

Designed by Ralph and Bau design studio, Willy’s unique furniture design was inspired by the shape of killer whales. The shapes and corners of the furniture allow for more floor space and a modern look. The furniture is not only functional, but also additional storage can be found in the least expected places. The Willy collection allows for space in the cabin to be utilized in the best and most functional way.

The textiles used to create the furniture is made of water repellent fabrics and is built to last, even in the worst conditions. The textiles also reflect far less sound than hard surfaces which makes for a more quiet environment. The Willy furniture collection was designed and developed exclusively for the modern offshore ship and is perfect for both the captain’s cabin and the berth of the rookie sailor. The Willy collection provides bunks, wardrobes, sofs, tables, chairs, and computer desks. Cabin accessories include colorful lift curtains, bed curtains, night tables, binocular boxes, chart tables, wardrobe lockers, television, music systems, and more. “A home away from home” is easily created with The Willy Collection.
Keys is a modular and flexible furniture collection developed by Vestnes Ocean in collaboration with R&B design team, to meet high standards and demands of life on offshore platforms. This collection has been developed under close supervision of offshore personnel to fulfill their desires and requirements.
KEYS
Practically Efficient and Aestetically Pleasing
Customized interior solutions

Vestnes Ocean can deliver customized interior solutions for special inquiries. We offer total design and production of all furniture and interior outfitting details according to customers’ needs and wishes. One example of our customized interior solutions is a VIP interior and furniture design for an explorer vessel. Every stage of the process from design and production to installation was carried out by Vestnes Ocean’s team.
Vestnes Ocean is the exclusive agent of STREAMO marine flooring from Gerflor for the Norwegian maritime market.

With Gerflor flooring your interior accommodations will shine with an exclusive impression of innovation and design-led, eco-responsible solutions. The STREAMO collection also offers complete solutions of handrails, PVC skirting and PVC nosing.

One of the first steps in successfully controlling noise problems is ensuring you have selected the correct product. Pyrotek Noise Control products are designed for extreme marine conditions. Both cosmetic and environmental factors have been allowed for in the product construction, offering products from marine survey grade to domestic fit-out. Pyrotek Noise Control products can substantially reduce noise levels on vessels, improving boating pleasure and safety.
Vestnes Workshop cabinets
Designed for tough environments

LONG LIFE SPAN
Vestnes Land’s workshop cabinets are specially adapted to be used on board ships and offshore. We have developed the cabinets in cooperation with users from ships and offshore installations. This has resulted in a high quality product with exceptionally good utility value. The use of thick electrolytically galvanized panels means the cabinets have a very long life span. The cabinets can also be produced in acid proof stainless steel.

PRACTICAL SOLUTIONS
Our cabinets are made from 1.25 mm thick panels, giving a high quality finish. The sides, back, shelves and door frames are screwed together to ensure good stability and prevent rattling. The doors on our biggest cabinets have three-point fastenings. The doors are assembled in an all welded frame to prevent dust from getting in.

The cabinets can be delivered without doors and with open shelves, which have a front lip to prevent objects falling out. The drawer shelves have a spot welded lining and come with drawer stops. All our models are made of electrolytically galvanized panels, have strengthened bases and are powder coated in colour RAL 9002 (light grey).

FITTING
The cabinets can be delivered preassembled by the manufacturer or as a kit for the customer to assemble on board. A fitter from Vestnes is also available if required. All our cabinets come with assembly instructions. There are 12 standard layouts, but the cabinets can be installed as you wish. If you require internal fittings made to measure, we are happy to help.

In cooperation with Vestnes Ocean, Vestnes Land has developed a stainless steel shelf system for fridge/freezer and provision/storage rooms. The shelves are made to measure for optimal utilisation of each room. These shelves are also quick and easy to install. Our associated company specialises in the furnishing of ships of all sizes. By combining Vestnes Land’s knowledge of steel and Vestnes Ocean’s expertise in internal furnishing, we are able to solve most problems. Please feel free to contact us for more information or a no-obligation offer.

Robust Practical Adaptable
Download Vestnes3D
3D Simulation for Vestnes Ocean’s cabin and furniture series Willy and Keys.